Both More and No More:
The Historical Split between Charity and Philanthropy:
Benjamin Soskis

In the urtext of modern philanthropy, “The Gospel of Wealth (1889),” Andrew
Carnegie set out to instruct his peers on the proper means of disposing of a personal
fortune. But before laying out the virtues of the active administration of wealth for the
public good, he first had to demonstrate the folly of alternative approaches. Leaving
millions to one’s children risked spoiling them, while money bequeathed to the public
after death was all too often spent in ways that contravened the donor’s intent.
Posthumous giving was both foolish—preventing the giver from employing the skills he
had honed in accumulating his wealth toward its redistribution—and selfish, suggesting
that the giver would not have left his gifts at all had he been able to bring them along to
his final destination. To die rich was thus to die “disgraced.”
Carnegie saved his fiercest denunciations for yet another mode of ill-considered
giving. “Of every thousand dollars spent in so called charity to-day,” Carnegie famously
announced, “it is probable that $950 is unwisely spent; so spent, indeed as to produce the
very evils which it proposes to mitigate or cure.” In fact, he argued, “one of the serious
obstacles to the improvement of our race is indiscriminate charity.” It would be better for
such money to be thrown into the sea. 1
Carnegie’s low estimation of “so called charity” was widely shared by his peers.
From the moment that John Winthrop urged his fellow passengers aboard the Arbella to
mold their new settlement into a “Modell of Christian Charity,” Americans have long
regarded themselves as a nation of exceptional givers. Yet by the final decades of the
nineteenth century, charity no longer inspired a sense of millennial zeal. It had become
associated in the popular mind largely with almsgiving, a practice dismissed by large
swaths of the public as inefficient and demeaning—a sin against the market and against
democratic institutions and norms. Labor leaders and laissez-faire zealots, radicals and
reactionaries, as well as many of those in between, could unite around a yearning for an
“end to charity.” “There is perhaps no fact more strange than the contempt and the
misunderstanding which have settled down on ‘charity,’” noted one observer in 1901.
“Call it anything you will, people seem to say, but, however charitable your act or your
gift may be, do not call it ‘charity.’” 2
Some took this counsel quite literally; in the early decades of the new century,
many of the leading organizations and networks of social welfare provision dropped the
word ‘charity’ from their titles, embracing in its stead terms like “welfare” or “service”
that did not carry the stigma of the provision of material relief. Their leaders complained
that the poor were shunning their assistance because of the word and harbored little
affection for it themselves. In 1915, for instance, the attendees of the California
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Conference of Charities and Correction emerged from their annual meeting with a new
designation: the California Conference of Social Agencies. As the opening speaker at the
conference declared to the delegates, “Your [old] name is a misnomer. You are ashamed
of it. You no longer believe in charity or correction as those terms are used.” 3
While charity’s star dimmed, modern philanthropy’s was beginning its ascent. In
fact, many of the individuals responsible for designing and directing the institutions and
ideologies that would come to define modern philanthropy—the foundation and ideas of
scientific giving, most particularly—were among those pushing to topple charity from its
pedestal. In his account of George Peabody’s educational philanthropy, Jabez Curry, one
of the first general agents of the Peabody Education Fund (the first philanthropic
foundation in the US), differentiated Peabody’s carefully considered benefactions from
the “sudden ebullitions of charitable impulse, excited by some object of pity.” In his
autobiography, John D. Rockefeller made clear his opposition to “giving money to street
beggars” (while asserting his commitment to abolishing the conditions that created
beggars in the first place). When Jerome Greene, one of Rockefeller’s chief advisers, was
charged with spelling out the “Principles and Policies of Giving” that would guide the
Rockefeller Foundation, one of the first he stipulated was that “Individual charity and
relief are excluded.” And Robert de Forest, the New York lawyer instrumental in
establishing the Russell Sage Foundation, was a founding member of the New York
Charity Organization Society, which dedicated itself to battling the scourge of
“indiscriminate giving.” 4
And so the coincidence of the depreciation of traditional charity and the rise of
modern philanthropy was by no means accidental. Indeed, in many respects the
promotion of the one was premised on the deliberate demotion of the other. Philanthropy
vaulted itself into public acclaim upon charity’s supposed debilities. Modern
philanthropy would be efficient, whereas most charitable giving was wasteful.
Philanthropy would turn its attention to regional, national, and even global problems,
while charity’s scope was parochial. Philanthropy would address root causes, whereas
charitable giving preoccupied itself with palliatives. Philanthropy would be governed by
rational analysis and the sober calculus of the laboratory and boardroom, whereas most
charitable giving was prompted by sentimental impulses, and was even, at heart, a selfish
endeavor. Transcending charity’s limitations—and eschewing its enticements—became a
mark of maturity, the badge of the seasoned, selfless giver. At their most aggressive,
philanthropists engaged in a sort of supersessionist crusade; by extirpating the underlying
causes of social ills, they would do away with the need for charity in the first place.
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Generations of philanthropic leaders have inherited this antithesis, up to our own
day. Charity still serves as a negative reference point against which to define the vocation
of philanthropy. Whatever philanthropy is—it is not charity. So, in 2005, the newly
installed head of the Council on Foundations, the former congressman Steve Gunderson,
made clear that one of his primary aims was to educate the public on the difference
between charity and philanthropy; the demands made upon foundations in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina had convinced him that the crucial distinction was lost on many
Americans. Philanthropy, he insisted, was about “problem-solving.” “It's more than just
the immediate emotional response to a need”—presumably the purview of charity. “[I]t's
about taking a strategic approach to long-term problem solving, with strategic being the
operative word,” he said, with the insinuation that charity was both impulsive and shortsighted. Similar views were echoed by Vartan Gregorian, president of the Carnegie
Corporation, at the presentation of the Carnegie Medal of Philanthropy in 2009.
“Philanthropy is not charity,” he announced. “Philanthropy works to do away with the
causes that necessitate charity.” And when in 2013 the Rockefeller Foundation published
a history of the institution in honor of its centennial, they titled it Beyond Charity: A
Century of Philanthropic Innovation. 5
There is no doubt that conceptual polarities can serve as powerful heuristics. And
it is certainly true that the contrast between charity and philanthropy has helped to clarify
the task facing the leaders of the philanthropic sector. But in at least two respects, the
contrast has impeded clear thinking on the nature of that charge. In each case, a historical
investigation into the relation between charity and philanthropy can restore some of that
clarity. First, the divide between charity and philanthropy is almost always promoted
from the latter’s perspective. That is, philanthropy peers down at charity from the heights
of its own self-regard. The view from the other direction—the corrective charity offers to
philanthropy—is less often considered. Yet at precisely the moment that philanthropy
invoked the limitations of charity to define its own prerogatives, charity was developing a
powerful counter-critique that highlighted its own imperatives to call out the dangers and
conceits of philanthropy.
If a historical appreciation of the charity-philanthropy antithesis can illuminate the
gap between the two, it can also highlight efforts to bridge the divide. Some of the
boldest pioneers of the practice of philanthropy acknowledged the rebuke represented by
charity and some of the most devout defenders of charity at the turn of the century
recognized the legitimacy of philanthropy’s critique. In their own ways, the leaders of
what became known as the scientific charity movement—a primary source of the theories
of giving that informed early philanthropists—and a vanguard of Catholic charity
reformers did not deny the tensions between charity and philanthropy. Instead, they
sought to cultivate them, believing that charity and philanthropy could function as
productive if sometimes wary partners. It’s a partnership that we would do well to
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revitalize today. For philanthropy is more secure when supported by charity’s correctives;
and charity is stronger when braced by philanthropy’s critiques.
I. The Early American Roots of the Charity-Philanthropy Divide
From the earliest days of settlement to the Revolution, the contrast between
charity and philanthropy lay dormant, largely because the term philanthropy did not
come into common usage in the United States till the 1780’s. Indeed, for much of the
eighteenth century, and for a good part of the nineteenth, the two terms complemented
each other. Or rather, in an American context, ‘charity’ was granted a meaning capacious
enough to encompass many of the impulses and institutions that would later fall under
philanthropy’s domain. And so the ethic of charity initially harbored within itself the
tensions that would come to define its relationship with philanthropy.
What did early Americans mean when they spoke of charity? Scholars of
American social welfare provision, taking a cue from the sociologist Max Weber, have
made much of the “rationalization of charity” within the first century after settlement. By
this they mean that, through the promptings of Puritanism, charity became increasingly
impersonal and instrumental; it manifested itself less as an expression of love than as a
means of achieving some objective social good. As one Rhode Island minister declared in
1805, the Lord rewarded the charitable “in proportion to the usefulness of an object.”
This object was most often the alleviation of proximate distress, and though charity could
take the form of moral guidance or a comforting word, it increasingly assumed a
monetary or material form, and did so through mediated channels. But the rationalization
of charity could also require withholding it in some occasions, if by doing so the giver
stirred the potential recipient to productive labor. So rather than “knitt” the community
together, as Winthrop urged, charity could instead establish divisions within it. The title
of a 1752 sermon delivered by a prominent Boston clergyman made this point clearly:
“The Idle Poor secluded from the Bread of Charity by the Christian Law.” 6
Yet the rationalization of charity in early America was never absolute. A more
traditional understanding of charity persisted, one that aimed not to bolster the hierarchies
of the social order but to develop sympathetic bonds between giver and recipient that
momentarily annulled social divisions. Although few early Americans regarded poverty
as a holy state, the precariousness of life, the way a single providentially delivered
calamity could instantly strip a family of their fortune, argued against a censorious
attitude toward the poor (though the view that poverty could be traced to the moral
failings of the poor did become increasingly prevalent by the eighteenth century). Those
in need could still be regarded as members of a single organic community, deserving of
loving kindness and personal ministration. Traditional notions of ‘charity’ thus
designated both the unmediated act of giving and the spirit of love—of caritas—that
animated it. These two understandings were, in fact, inseparable. The mundane charity
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that men and women exhibited toward each other ultimately reflected the divine love for
all creation. As the German theologian Ernest Troeltsch explained this traditional view,
“The aim of charity was not the healing of social wrongs, nor the endeavor to remove
poverty, but the revelation and the awakening of the spirit of love, of that love, which
Christ imparts and which He makes known to us the attitude of God Himself.” 7
If charity took God’s love as its model, it was a love without limits, extending to
all mankind, and in this sense, it anticipated the expansive dictates of philanthropy.
Ideally, then, charity honored the two biblical charges on which Christian ethics rested: to
love the stranger and to love one’s neighbor. In practice, however, as historian Conrad
Edick Wright has demonstrated, early Americans often circumscribed the scope of their
charity by acknowledging their limited resources and institutional capacities. Without
disowning the imperative of universal love, they could justify directing their own
charitable efforts to those nearest and most familiar to them; for if each tended to his or
her own, collectively, all could serve and be served. Indeed, most understood their moral
responsibilities in terms of their proximate relationships—as fathers and mothers,
brothers and sisters, friends and neighbors.
This inclination toward benevolent parochialism was also bolstered by the early
American adaptation of the English Poor Laws, established by Parliament in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, which made the parish the locus of poor relief
and settlement a defining criteria of eligibility. In an American context, the Puritan ideal
of the covenanted community was reflected in the responsibility of the locality—the town
in New England and the parish or county elsewhere—to care for its own. It also
demarcated the bounds of moral responsibility. At first, this meant physically “warning
out” of town those who could not claim residence within it. But by the eighteenth
century, the banishment was largely symbolic, conducted by legally disowning any
responsibility to care for dependent vagrants. 8
For some time, then, the centripetal and centrifugal forces governing attitudes
toward the administration of charity existed in a state of equilibrium. The proliferation of
benevolent institutions at the turn of the nineteenth century disrupted this balance. The
rapid rise of organized charity—Wright notes that from a little more than fifty at the time
of the Revolution, New England could boast as many as two thousand charitable
institutions by 1820—allowed individuals to pool their resources and to amplify their
influence. “By the end of the eighteenth century,” he notes, “organization had made it
possible for Samaritans to extend their charity nearly to the limits of their imagination.”
Flourishing trans-Atlantic networks linked these associations in a web of humanitarian
fervor. Historians have frequently designated this moment as the one marking a transition
from charity to philanthropy in the United States, when individual acts of personal
generosity became increasingly formalized and mediated by associational forms.
It is in fact at this point that ‘philanthropy’ first came into common usage in much
of the United States. The term was often invoked to describe the expansive ambitions
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invested in these new organizations. “Remember…our benevolence is not confined. It is
philanthropy,” one Boston orator exhorted listeners in 1783. By taking on those
meanings, ‘philanthropy’ divested ‘charity’ of some of its association with an allencompassing universal love—and even, perhaps, saddled the term with a hint of
confinement. At this moment, even if it was not stated explicitly, philanthropy’s
oppositional relationship to charity began to germinate in American soil. 9
II. The Birth of Philanthropy, Charity’s Antagonist
Of course, the term ‘philanthropy’ itself came freighted with its own powerful
associations that primed it for that opposition. The term’s origins lie in the fifth century,
B.C.E. It first makes its appearance as philanthrôpía—a Greek word formed from the
combination of phileô, meaning friendship, and anthrôpos, referring to the whole of
humankind—in Prometheus Bound, the tragedy attributed to the dramatist Aeschylus; the
term describes the transgressive (at least from the perspective of the gods) act of loving
mankind that brought on Prometheus’ awful punishment. By the third century, B.C.E.,
philanthrôpía had taken on additional meanings, describing civic virtue as well as gifts
made by private citizens toward the public good. 10
The term ‘philanthropy,’ as it is now understood, was late to enter the English
language; an earlier usage, emerging in the fourteenth century, was limited to the
description of plants whose seeds stuck easily to humans. Francis Bacon first used the
word in something like its modern sense in a 1612 essay, but by the end of the century,
the term was still frequently invoked with the addendum that no word existed in the
English language to communicate the idea coined by the Greeks. Yet even if the term had
not yet gained a wide currency, the conditions for its diffusion—and for its differentiation
from charity—were laid down in those years of the early modern period with the
secularization of welfare provision throughout much of Europe. In England, for example,
by the sixteenth century the traditional forms of charity--provided largely by institutions
of the church--proved wholly inadequate to address the social upheavals brought on by
the plague, warfare and dislocations of the preceding century. Into this void stepped a
newly assertive mercantile elite that considered poverty outside a sacramental prism as a
social problem amenable to rational control. In the study of this transformation, scholars
have rooted the development of modern philanthropy in the infirmities of the pre-modern
charitable tradition. As Wilbur Jordan notes in his masterful Philanthropy in England
(1959), the Tudor merchants who began to regard their giving as a “necessary aspect of
public policy rather than as a requirement of Christian morality”—in other words, who
forged a modern conception of philanthropy—“scorned and discarded alms, the
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mechanism of medieval charity, since they were profoundly persuaded that casual,
undisciplined charity was as ineffective as it was wasteful.” 11
It was not, however, until the dawning of the Enlightenment that ‘philanthropy’
took its place among a constellation of terms—‘universal benevolence, ‘love of
humanity,’ bienfaiscance and ‘friend of mankind,’ most prominent among them—that
signaled a newly amplified and expansive commitment to relieve the suffering of all
mankind. These ideals fueled a robust debate over the proper scope of moral
responsibility and the relationship between universal and particularist love. The
champions of philanthropy and universal benevolence combated the atomistic theories
and egotistical hedonism promoted by theorists like Thomas Hobbes and Bernard
Mandeville; men were not governed by the goad of a nasty and brutish self-interest, they
insisted, but were endowed with a powerful moral sense that could overrun the bounds of
consanguinity and transcend purely local attachments. Philanthropy’s expansiveness did
not merely take in the suffering stranger; it also expressed an allegiance to a
cosmopolitan culture of reform in which the bonds of humanity superseded the ties of
nationality. As an ideal, philanthropy could bridge head and heart: it became the hallmark
of the Enlightenment ‘man of feeling,’ while suggesting the application of rationality
toward the betterment of mankind.
Enlightenment thought proved less hospitable to the ethic of traditional charity;
much as in the late nineteenth century, as philanthropy prospered as an ideal, charity
came under sustained attack. “From about the middle of the eighteenth century,” writes a
historian of eighteenth-century France, “the question of how best to organise the relief of
poverty on the ruins of existing forms of charity had become a matter of public remark
and open polemic.” The disciples of the nascent field of political economy often
dismissed charity as inefficient and indiscriminate; charity stemmed from the emotional
and spiritual needs of the donor as opposed to those of society, was removed from the
rational realm of exchange, and contravened the laws of nature that mandated that man
work for his bread. There was certainly a repressive element behind many of these
attacks. But a more radical strain also ran through political economy, one that borrowed
from Enlightenment ideas regarding the perfectibility of man and that also regarded
charity critically. It did not merely seek to curtail charity, but the need for charity itself,
hoping to bring about a world without poverty through bold programs of political and
administrative action. As an ideal, only philanthropy, and not charity, was large enough
to contain these ambitions. 12
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Through its Enlightenment boosters, philanthropy carried with it the hint of
secularism—and often of anti-clericalism. This linkage was solidified through the term’s
association with the fervor of the French Revolution. For early Jacobins ‘philanthropy’
(along with its kin, the Enlightenment neologism ‘bienfaisance’) served as a standing
rebuke to the practice of traditional charity, which during the ancien régime had been
administered almost entirely by the institutions of the Church. In the early years of the
Revolution, as the wealthy inhabitants who had been the source of many of those
donations fled the country and as the Republic confiscated Church property, charitable
giving declined precipitously. Many revolutionaries did not regard this as an especially
unfortunate occurrence. For the nobleman François Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, the driving
force behind the Revolutionary Assembly’s policies toward the poor (including a
prohibition against begging), all citizens had a right to subsistence. Since poverty was a
byproduct of social forces beyond the control of the individual, the needy should not be
forced to rely on the compassion—and the condescension—of the wealthy or on the
unreliable ministrations of clerics. Rather, relief should be guaranteed by the state as a
manifestation of social solidarity. For this reason, one historian notes, Liancourt
considered the word ‘charity’ itself to be “offensive.” 13
Across the Channel, as partisans rose up to defend or defame the French
Revolution, what had been a rather ethereal debate among British moral philosophers
transformed into a contentious intellectual melee on matters of the utmost political
import. The critics of universal benevolence had long argued that it would lead to an
erosion of more parochial affections—the love of home and of neighbors and nation. It
threatened, for this reason, to subvert human nature itself. “[W]hen any dazzling
phantoms of universal philanthropy have seized our attention,” declared the British
schoolmaster and writer Rev. Samuel Parr, “the objects that formerly engaged it shrink
and fade. All considerations of kindred, friends, and countrymen, drop from the mind.” In
fact, its gauzy high-sounding principles veiled a sort of misanthropy, a malignancy
toward men as they actually were. The bloody record of the Revolution—the stories of
children turning on their parents, of zealous citizens murdering former friends—only
confirmed these fears. Philanthropy, it seemed, led directly to the guillotine. As Edmund
Burke declared, the belief in universal benevolence found its natural culmination in the
“homicide philanthropy of France.”
For Burke and other conservatives, counter-revolutionary vigilance required a
renewed defense of charity, its modesty now standing in starker relief to Jacobin
pretensions. Burke praised charity as a “direct and obligatory duty upon all Christians”
and warned that any notion that society was capable of eradicating poverty, all soapbubble schemes that encouraged the poor to look beyond “Patience, labour, sobriety,
frugality, and religion,” were a “fraud.” In 1798, the Anti-Jacobin, a British publication
founded in reaction to the French Revolution, published a poem on France’s “New
Morality.” It compared “charity,” embodied by a figure “who dries/ The Orphan’s tears,
and wipes the Widow’s eyes,” with “French Philanthropy—whose boundless mind/
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Glows with the general love of all mankind” and “beneath whose baneful sway/ Each
patriot passion sinks, and dies away.” 14
As the revolutionary tumult crossed the Atlantic, “French Philanthropy” came
under attack from another anti-Jacobin vanguard, white refugees of the Haitian
Revolution. In 1791, the large slave population of the French colony of Saint-Domingue
rose up against the island’s plantation elite, a large number of whom made their way to
the United States. They brought with them accounts of their antagonists’ fiendish
brutality and reports of a society turned upside-down, and lay a considerable share of the
blame for their unfortunate fate at the feet of French and British abolition. Such “false
philanthropy,” they insisted, had encouraged the slave uprising and had given license to
tyranny and anarchy. Their tragedy had tainted for them the very idea of philanthropy.
When in 1809, refugees gathered to celebrate a Philadelphia merchant who had helped
more than two thousand white colonists escape Saint-Domingue, one refugee showered
him with praise, celebrating him as a “Champion of Humanity,” but pointedly refused to
classify his actions as ‘philanthropy.’ That term, he explained, had become “unnaturally
perverted by the pretended friends of humanity, who in France, aimed [at] the destruction
of the whites, under the veil of an affected pity for the negroes of the Colonies.”
For the next half century, in much of the American South, that taint endured;
“philanthropy” became suspect through its association with abolitionism. It was a
malevolent force, foreign-born and false-faced, that dissolved the intimate attachments
between master and slave and undermined social order, while ignoring the squalor and
degradation at the feet of the philanthropist himself. At best, it was an undisciplined,
sentimental impulse that made mischief by interfering with relations its devotees did not
understand. At its worst, it was a hypocritical gesture that insulated the “man of feeling”
from an acknowledgement of his complicity in human degradation that could be found on
his own doorstep. And so southern journals frequently claimed that the condition of
slaves in the south—“where but a few professions of philanthropy are made,” but where
masters took a paternal interest in the care of their human property—was far superior to
the condition of free blacks in the North. Ultimately, the “pretended philanthropy” of the
North was merely “a cloak to conceal baser and more sordid motives”: jealousy and
antipathy to southern institutions and prosperity. 15
III. American Philanthropy and the Origins of the Scientific Charity Movement
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Of course, in regions of the United States more hospitable to abolitionism,
philanthropy’s association with the antislavery cause only bolstered its status. And if a
hint of secular utopianism still clung to the ideal—encouraged, for instance, by the
frequent invocation of the term by Masons to describe their program of an expansive
world-wide commitment to reform—by the early nineteenth century, in the North, this
was counter-balanced by the deeply religious millennial enthusiasm that the term also
inspired.
Indeed, for many Americans, the proliferation of benevolent organizations
provided convincing proof that God’s earthly kingdom was at hand. This growth of
organized and institutional benevolence hastened the split between charity and
philanthropy in several ways. The emerging fiduciary organizations formalized, and in
many respects de-personalized, what had been informal and personal relationships
between givers and receivers. Now beneficiary and benefactor were more frequently tied
together through monetary contributions made to mediating institutions. This
development encouraged the notion that those with the most to give bore an especially
weighty charitable burden, which in turn prepared the way for a definition of
“philanthropy” that affixed particularly on the substantial benefactions of the wealthy. If,
at the end of the eighteenth century, the most renown ‘philanthropist’ was John Howard,
the British reformer celebrated for ministering to prisoners, by the end of the next
century, that title would belong to John D. Rockefeller or Andrew Carnegie, men hardly
considered saintly by their peers but who happened to have a lot of money to give
away. 16
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the suspicions directed by a number of
leading reformers toward prevailing charitable practice widened the divide between
charity and philanthropy even further. In part, such concerns stemmed from a surge in
demand; in cities and towns throughout the nation, levels of poverty grew significantly,
swelled by a series of economic panics, by masses of new and often impoverished
immigrants, and by the dislocations of a nascent industrial economy. The emergence of
sprawling, heterogeneous metropolises and increasingly mobile populations began to
buckle the foundations of neighborly solicitude; by 1854, for instance, sixty-five percent
of those who received public relief from Massachusetts towns could not claim legal
settlement. As the poor became less familiar to their fellow Americans, they became
more menacing. The providential understanding of poverty that had insulated them from
the censure of their neighbors began to wear away; “respectable” Americans increasingly
came to regard most poverty as a stigmatizing condition, the consequence of moral
failure and not of God’s inscrutable will. And so the repressive strain that had long fed
American attitudes toward the poor grew more prominent during these decades—
workhouses sprouted up throughout the nation, in which the “idle poor” could be coerced
into labor and trained in the virtues of industriousness, and cities and states passed harsh
vagrancy laws that criminalized begging. 17
For those who came to regard the poor as an inherently suspect class, charitable
efforts served primarily as instruments of social control. True charity began with the act
of distinguishing the worthy poor—largely women, the elderly, and children—from the
16
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unworthy, abled-bodied poor, who required moral reformation. Conflating these
categories would only encourage pauperism, the demeaning, unnatural dependence on
material relief, a malady that slowly began to eclipse poverty as the most lavishly
denounced social ill. The spread of a moralistic understanding of poverty placed a
particular onus on potential givers, for if the condition of the poor could be traced to an
insufficient work ethic, undisciplined charity risked deepening that moral debility.
In many of the larger northern cities, where charitable societies had proliferated,
reformers hatched plans to rationalize and regularize the administration of private relief.
Many of these campaigns involved dividing cities into smaller districts over which a
voluntary overseer presided, who could visit the poor in their homes, monitor their
behavior and impart moral guidance, allowing the poor to overcome the vices and
deficiencies that had led to their dependency. The most influential society to embrace
these principles was the New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor
(NY AICP), established in 1843 by a number of the city’s prominent businessmen. The
Association was founded, they explained in an 1848 report, as a response to the “false
and dangerous methods” of charity that prevailed in the city and that promoted
“mendacity, vagrancy, and able-bodied pauperism.” The association would provide relief
to the needy from AICP coffers; its central aim, however, was not to “alleviate
wretchedness but to reform character.” Its paid agents visited the homes of the poor in the
hope of effecting moral regeneration; material uplift, they assumed, would follow. 18
Such programs registered the early stirrings of the scientific charity movement.
Yet in the antebellum years, the movement was still in its infancy and could make only
modest inroads against the informal and unsystematic modes of giving—the soup
kitchens and church-based relief societies—that continued to appeal to large swaths of
the population. The fear of pauperism clung predominantly to public relief, with
voluntarist charity often promoted as the Christian, and quintessential American,
alternative. What’s more, in 1860, over eighty percent of Americans still lived in rural
areas and small towns, where poverty could be considered a manageable affliction that
local communities could address with their own resources. Not till the decades after the
Civil War did the effort to eradicate “indiscriminate charity” peak as a fervent and fully
national movement. As one reformer explained to an 1888 New York charity conference,
for much of the nation’s history, its relative prosperity had meant that Americans could
simply rely on their penchant for unthinking generosity; charity had simply “taken care of
itself.” But the influx of immigrants—eleven million newcomers arrived on American
shores in the last three decades of the century—had exposed the limitations, and even the
perils, of that tradition. (He might have also mentioned the dislocations brought on by
military demobilization, another economic recession, and rampant post-war
industrializing). In the coming years, he warned, “the problem of charity” would become
one of the more pressing social issues. 19
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The split between charity and philanthropy was also manifest in the antagonism between the Christian
Commission and the Sanitary Commission, two agencies that sought to address the public health and

The speaker was not alone in warning of the “problem of charity,” a telling phrase
that appeared with increasing frequency in the final decades of the century in the
discourse of social reformers. It is especially significant that the widespread
“problematizing” of charity occurred at the moment when the fortunes that fed the first
wave of modern philanthropy were accumulating. It is the convergence of these two
developments that constituted the last great wedge, driving charity and philanthropy to
their farthest poles.
The philanthropic outpouring of the Gilded Age was unprecedented. The scale of
the wealth accumulated by a handful of industrial titans in the years after the Civil War
dwarfed the piles of previous generations. These millionaires became an object of
fascination for a popular press newly obsessed with “celebrity,” as did their enormous
gifts; newspapers tallied the sums given by the nation’s major benefactors on their frontpages like the baseball box scores of local teams. But the size of those fortunes, and the
publicity and scrutiny they attracted, made maintaining a commitment to the close,
personal management of philanthropic giving increasingly difficult for most benefactors.
The wealthy were flooded with requests for funds and hounded by supplicants; Andrew
Carnegie, for instance, received between 400 and 500 requests a day, and nearly twice
that amount when one of his large benefactions appeared in the headlines.
No giver experienced these burdens more acutely than did John D. Rockefeller,
who had committed himself to the responsible stewardship of wealth at an early age and
who took pride in personally reviewing every solicitation of his largesse. But as the
letters began to pile up in his parlor—his philanthropic adviser, the Baptist minister
Frederick Gates, counted fifty thousand “begging letters” that flooded his office in a onemonth period—Rockefeller accepted that he would have to relinquish some of his
philanthropic responsibility. His sanity seemed to demand it. As Gates recounted,
Rockefeller “was constantly hunted, stalked, and hounded like a wild animal” and was
nearly driven to the brink of a mental breakdown by the onslaught. Given such pressures,
Gates impressed upon Rockefeller that he must give up the practice of “retail giving” and
instead take up a “wholesale” approach, letting other institutions mediate the
philanthropic exchange. He would ultimately convince Rockefeller that the scale of his
fortune was such that it would crush him and his family “like an avalanche” if he did not
“distribute it faster than it grows.” To this end Gates suggested that Rockefeller turn over
the administration of his wealth to a foundation, to be managed by a team of able and
astute managers. Such an institution allowed Rockefeller’s fortune to be directed toward
grand ambitions, as expressed in the phrase that graced the foundation’s charter: “the
promotion of the well-being of mankind.” Philanthropy increasingly came to be
associated with these expansive ends and in the process, moved farther away from small-
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scale, proximate encounters with distress, from retail giving, which became the exclusive
purview of charity. 20
And so, both in theory and in practice, the new vocation of modern philanthropy
required an active distancing from the traditional practice of charity. In that act of
dissociation, Gilded Age benefactors joined a broader assault, emanating from all along
the socio-economic spectrum. On the right, proponents of social Darwinist theory
promoted the idea that charity would encourage the survival of the unfit; as the high
priest of laissez-faire, Yale’s William Graham Sumner, declared, free men must be
left to deal with the consequences of their actions, and by interfering with such “justice,”
charity often proved itself “the next most pernicious thing to vice.” On the left, as
historian Peter Mandler has explained, throughout the western world, the development of
a more assertive working-class culture that celebrated the independent bread-winning
male encouraged an increased “hostil[ity] to old-fashioned charity.” Workers who had
once been willing to accept private relief could now turn to labor-supported welfare
organizations or to state guaranteed provisions and thus found it easier to reject private
benevolence as demeaning to their manhood. “Their former instrumentalism yielded to a
haughty disdain,” writes Mandler. Workers increasingly expressed this hostility through
the slogan, “Justice and not Charity”—though it should be noted that, for many, the latter
term encompassed the indignity of a Carnegie library as well as the alms of a stranger.
Each proved a diversion—sometimes an intentional one—from the structural reforms to
economic arrangements necessary to give workers’ their due. In fact, the disdain for
charity was one of the few planks on which labor could find common ground with
capitol. Referring to John D. Rockefeller’s reputation as a supporter of scientific
philanthropy, one socialist publication expressed its solidarity with the Standard Oil
magnate, bestowing on him the title of “Comrade.” “We want justice, not charity,”
announced an article in the Chicago Daily Socialist. “So say we, and so say John D.” 21
There was, in fact, a pronounced congruity between the ascendant scientific
charity movement and the burgeoning fortunes of the Gilded Age. The movement
received funding from many of the nation’s industrial and financial elite—J.P. Morgan
and John D. Rockefeller, most prominently—who often borrowed from scientific charity
20
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discourse in defining their commitment to philanthropy against small-scale, parochial
charity. For their part, many scientific charity reformers subscribed to an early variant of
philanthro-capitalism, insisting that the organization and systemization that had
galvanized American industry should be applied to charitable agencies. They combined
this veneration of the language and logic of the corporate boardroom with a faith that the
problems of poverty could be addressed through the rigors of scientific inquiry. If the
efficiency that guided successful businessmen and the systematic thought that governed
the laboratory were applied to the administration of charity, the fundamental causes of
poverty might be uprooted and poverty (and thus the need for charity itself) could be
abolished. The ultimate aim of scientific charity reformers, the movement’s partisans
often joked, was to put themselves out of business. 22
What gave the scientific charity movement its biggest boost was the depression of
1873, a financial cataclysm that ushered in five years of economic hard times and two
decades of treacherously unstable business cycles. By some estimates, one in six
employable men could not find work; demand for public and private relief, which had
been rising steadily over the previous decades, skyrocketed. From out of this crisis
emerged one of the era’s most recognizable—and most often maligned—figures: the
tramp. Out-of-work vagrants, many of them Civil War veterans, made use of the newly
laid rail-road lines and traveled from town to town, begging—and occasionally stealing—
for their sustenance. Spreading out across the country, passing through big cities and
small towns, tramps guaranteed that charity became a national problem. Many
Americans began to imagine tramping, and the aggressive begging that it seemed to
encourage, as a direct threat to the work ethic, and the “tramp menace” converged in their
minds with the social unrest promoted by various itinerant industrial armies and militant
labor leaders. In their anxious imaginings, the outstretched hand became the clenched
fist. 23
These fears fed into broader apprehensions that the public and private relief
offered in response to the economic panic had created a class of permanently dependent
citizens. Struggling to make sense of the scale of economic distress, some observers
blamed it on the nation’s “superfluity of benevolence,” in the words of Boston minister
Edward Everett Hale. The proliferation of paupers and tramps, he explained, was fostered
“by the reckless generosity and hospitality of the people.” Hale’s widely shared belief
provided the soil for the growth of the leading institutional manifestation of the scientific
charity movement in the post-bellum years, charity organization societies (COS). As the
COS’s first historian, Frank Dekker Watson, later noted, the movement owed its origins
“not so much to the fact that people were poor as to the fact that others were
charitable.” 24
IV. Not Alms But A Friend: The Rise of the Charity Organization Society
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A group of British reformers had established the first COS in London in 1868 as
an effort to address the social distance that had developed between the East End poor and
the wealthier residents of the West End. In 1877, convinced that more than half of
Buffalo’s private charity and public relief was being wasted on the unworthy, and that the
spread of pauperism threatened to establish perilous social cleavages between the city’s
classes, Episcopal minister S. Humphreys Gurteen established the first city-wide charity
organization society in the Untied States. Two years later, Philadelphia formed one of its
own, which quickly became the largest relief society in the city and the largest COS in
the nation. By the mid 1890s, there were more than a hundred similar societies clustered
in the larger cities of the Eastern seaboard and the Great Lakes region, and a number in
the smaller towns of the Midwest, West Coast, and Southern states as well. If the first
generation of scientific charity societies represented relatively isolated urban
experiments, turn-of-the-century COS’s were participants in a robust, national movement,
joined together through a number of journals and conferences, a faith in the urgency of
the work at hand, and a commitment to four key principles: the investigation of charity
applicants; the registration of charity recipients; the facilitation of cooperation amongst
charitable societies; and the promotion of friendly visiting of the poor. 25
Underlying these principles was another, more fundamental one: a belief in the
inadequacy, and even the malignancy, of much traditional charitable giving. This
conviction ultimately pushed the COS movement in both repressive and progressive
directions. In both cases, the refusal to give alms, despite the significant emotional
compensations the act offered, was worn as a badge of honor, a mark of advanced moral
standing. In fact, American proponents of charity organization distinguished their
activism from that of their British predecessors and earlier American relief societies by
the zealotry of their repudiations of alms. The Buffalo Charity Organization Society, for
instance, prohibited the society from disbursing relief from its own funds in its
constitution and placed imposing signs on the stone piers flanking the entrance to its main
office, announcing, “No Relief Given Here.” And while COSs offered services such as
loan societies, day nurseries and employment bureaus, in their first decade of operation
most societies placed particular emphasis on efforts to eliminate redundant giving, weed
out the undeserving applicants for relief and expose impostures. In cities around the
nation, COSs sponsored “mendicancy squads,” working closely with police departments
(and sometimes employing the police as their paid agents), to expose charitable frauds
and to round up vagrants and beggars for arrest. Many charity organization societies also
offered wood yards where work tests were applied, in order to ensure that relief recipients
were truly in need and imbued with a sufficiently robust work ethic.
Antebellum scientific charity organizations had featured similar programs, but
what made COS’s approach novel was their commitment to justifying them, and
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promoting the critical attitude toward charitable giving, to the general public. At every
opportunity, their partisans denounced the dangers of indiscriminate giving, and more so
than in a previous generation, made almsgiving deeply unfashionable among wide swaths
of the middle and professional classes. In a 1882 report, the head of an established
scientific charity organization in Boston, founded in the early 1850s, attributed a general
“awakening of the public mind” against indiscriminate giving to the recently created COS
in the city. He added, somewhat resentfully, that his own association had been waging a
similar campaign for three decades but had failed to generate much public interest. They
had perhaps been less savvy about publicity, he conceded, articulating their principles
“chiefly through…Annual Reports,” which, he conceded, “a very small part of the public
ever read.” 26
The COS movement embraced this educative mission as central to their identity.
Unlike other charitable associations, they did not present themselves as relief dispensing
agencies; they did not claim to increase a community’s charitable resources but to
provide a mechanism for ensuring that existing resources were utilized efficiently. When
prospective donors interrogated Josephine Shaw Lowell, one of the founders of the New
York COS, about how much of their contributions to the society would actually reach the
poor, she would proudly reply, “Not one cent!” Another leading COS official boasted
that all of the society’s funding went toward “red tape.” Most COSs featured a central
office, where staff compiled a registry of all those who had received aid from other
charitable agencies or private individuals, a list of all those who had been exposed as
frauds, and reams of intelligence gleaned from investigations performed by COS agents
of relief applicants, all of which citizens could consult before making a decision to give.
More often than not, these consultations resulted in the determination that material
assistance was unwarranted. 27
Some COS officials no doubt took a sort of constabulary pleasure in these
punitive measures. For many other COS advocates, however, the attacks on irresponsible
almsgiving primarily served as a means of directing benevolent energy toward more
constructive channels: personal ministration to the poor. This rechanneling was captured
by the movement’s motto: “Not Alms But a Friend.” The movement’s most vital agents
were a corps of “friendly visitors” who sought to provide moral guidance, emotional
support and practical instruction to the poor. They also conducted investigations for other
charitable agencies to determine the moral worthiness of potential recipients and
collected information on families that had already received support to determine the
effectiveness of the aid granted—and whether it should continue. They then brought this
intelligence back to a local district office, where a volunteer committee, assisted by a
staff of paid agents, would make the final decision regarding the continuation or
termination of relief. 28
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The reasons behind the emphasis on friendly visiting were manifold, reflecting the
varying ideologies collected within the movement itself. For some, the celebration of
personal contact served as a corrective to an overreliance on progressive legislation. As
one COS official commented, an individual could not be lifted out of poverty with a
“social derrick,” and thus, “the only value of organization is to intensify and wisely
direct” individual effort. The personalized attention that COS advocated was also held up
in opposition to the systems of supposedly cold and impersonal public relief that the
movement steadfastly opposed. Friendly visiting also clearly assuaged fears of class
conflict. The movement’s champions were not at all shy about framing charity
organization societies as institutions of a besieged urban middle-class. Far from bringing
rich and poor together, they maintained, almsgiving tended to stoke suspicions and
resentments between the classes. Disciplining charitable practice, declared one COS
leader, could make “the social chasm between the rich and poor…a smiling valley fit for
habitation”—without threatening to close that gap through radical economic
redistribution. 29
In fact, much of COS ideology seemed to stem from an urban middle-class
nostalgia for village life, a yearning for a time when daily personal contact with familiar
neighbors bolstered social hierarchies and when benefactor and beneficiary were knit
together through bonds of sympathy and gratitude. Friendly visiting would in essence
break down a city into smaller, more manageable units where such relations could be reestablished, so that the “natural charity” of friends and neighbors could replace the
“artificial charity” of strangers. As one New York charity official noted approvingly in
1884, an agency dedicated to the principles of scientific charity was simply an
“artifice…to restore the natural relations of men to their fellows, of which life in a city
has robbed them.” 30
Leaders of charity organization societies often explained that their efforts were
not primarily aimed to reform the poor but to rehabilitate the charitable relation. And so
for all the viciousness of their attacks on indiscriminate giving, they did not share the
contempt of some theorists for the ideal of charity itself. On the contrary, their campaign
was animated by their veneration of that ideal, and their sense that it had been debased by
the indignities of urban life. When at a 1907 meeting, the New York COS debated
whether to scrap the word ‘charity’ from the organization’s title, Mary Richmond, one of
the movement’s leading theorists, insisted that it be retained. The ideal, she
acknowledged, had been tarnished by an association with material relief. But “bringing
that word back to its original meaning”—of loving-kindness and personal service—“is
just as good a single task as we can undertake.” A devotion to that original meaning
required attention not merely to the objective consequences of a gift, but also to the
subjective state, the emotional and spiritual conditions, that attended it (though, it should
be said, that COS officials rarely gave much thought to how it felt to be on the receiving
end of COS assistance). Charity organization societies were certainly preaching a
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rationalized giving, but they also heralded the instrumentality of caritas. If they were
championing a “New Charity,” it had inherited much from the old. 31
Of course, the friendly visitor was a figure rife with contradictions, at once a
friend and an inquisitor. The visitor embodied the tensions than ran through the charity
organization movement more generally, which sought to balance a dedication to personal
service with the charge to rationalize undisciplined private giving. Much of the
historiography on the movement has interpreted these contradictions as a form of
hypocrisy and assumed that they stemmed from an essentially reactionary mission. In
engaging the COS, many scholars have focused on the movement’s participation in the
campaign to ban public relief, which resulted in several major cities, among them New
York and Philadelphia, ending the practice. These battles were understood as the
forerunners of the efforts to reform—and ultimately to slash—welfare disbursements to
poor mothers a century later; many historians had little sympathy for welfare reform and
interpreted the COS through the prism of their disfavor. 32
Historians have done a service in highlighting the COS’s repressive strain and in
doing so have echoed the critiques offered up by the movement’s many contemporaneous
adversaries, who succeeded in inscribing the callous, inquisitorial charity official,
devoted to “organized charity, scrimped and iced, in the name of a cautious, statistical
Christ,” as a particularly noxious stock character in the popular imagination. COS’s own
records are full of accounts of officials demonstrating a shocking disregard for the dignity
of the poor: imposing middle-class standards of rectitude and decency and punishing aid
applicants when they perceived these to be disregarded (as in the case of one Connecticut
woman who had her aid denied because she was “too flashily dressed”); shamelessly
intruding on the private lives of aid applicants; insisting on absolute deference to the
authority of the visitor. And yet reducing the entire movement to these failings does not
do it justice. Indeed, the most recent scholarship on the movement has tended to paint a
more nuanced picture, one that has shown how it contained both repressive and
progressive strains. For one, as historian Brent Ruswick has demonstrated, there was a
decided split between the movement’s rank-in-file and the leaders of smaller, more
provincial societies, which tended to maintain an emphasis on the elimination of
pauperism and the prevention of charitable fraud, and the movement’s elite, clustered in
the nation’s largest cities, who delivered the addresses at the major conferences and who
composed the journal articles and textbooks that defined scientific charity doctrine, and
who slowly began to challenge some of the movement’s foundational premises. 33
The progressive strain they cultivated had lay dormant for much of the COS’s
first decade in the United States, though it could be detected in the movement’s interest,
from its earliest days, in the promotion of community-based institutions that might stave
off pauperism: day nurseries and loan societies, for instance (and even further back, in the
focus cast by the forerunner of the movement, the AICP, on the environmental
precipitants of individual moral debasement). If the economic recession of the 1870s
stoked the growth of COSs in the United States, the depression that began in 1893 and
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that lasted for the next half-decade triggered this progressive reorientation. At the
depression’s peak, unemployment rates exceeded thirty percent in many industries. An
especially severe winter in much of the North exacerbated the crisis. The scale and scope
of the distress eroded the moralistic and individualistic understanding of poverty that had
provided the foundation for much COS thought. The scenes of respectable middle-class
citizens, shame-facedly huddling in bread-lines, broke down any clear division between
the worthy and unworthy poor and forced charity workers to confront the structural and
environmental causes of poverty. As Edward Devine, the general secretary of the New
York COS, announced in 1906, the “dominant note of modern philanthropy” was a
commitment to overthrowing “those particular causes of dependence and intolerable
living conditions which are beyond the control of the individuals whom they injure.” And
so charity organization societies, especially those in major cities, began to take the lead in
what came to be called campaigns of “preventative philanthropy”: for instance,
investigations into unsanitary housing conditions by the New York COS that helped
secure the New York Tenement House Law of 1901, the society’s campaign against
tuberculosis that focused on the “social” basis of the disease, and the Baltimore COS’s
collaboration with labor organizations to pass child labor, factory inspection, and
compulsory education legislation in Maryland. 34
The COS’s progressive strain constituted an alternative response to the
recognition of the limits of almsgiving; it represented an effort not to reform charitable
efforts that failed to touch the root causes of poverty but to transcend the need for charity
entirely. One of the COS’s first historians, Frank Dekker Watson, summed up this duality
nicely when he wrote: “In one sense, the end and aim of all charity is no charity; in
another, the end and aim of all charity is more charity.” Working for more charity and no
more charity: this became the charity organization movement’s dual, somewhat
contradictory, mandate. 35
Indeed, the COS movement struggled to incorporate within the same organization
the imperatives that animated both charity and philanthropy. In its earliest years, this
struggle took a particular form: grappling with the quandary of how to address oneself to
the temporary and immediate relief of poverty as well as to the permanent abolition of
pauperism. The two charges were uneasily intertwined in the pages of the movement’s
journals, and the challenge of alternating between them preoccupied the minds of nearly
all COS leaders. This was most certainly the case with Edward Everett Hale, one of the
movement’s elder statesmen, a Boston minister who yearned for a return to the days
when the city was more like an overgrown village while also publishing a journal
detailing the latest advancements in scientific charity thought. During an 1884 lecture,
Hale seemed to register the strain of balancing the pursuit of more charity and no more
charity. He proposed wearing distinct costumes when discussing the attempts to attack
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the ills of poverty and the danger of pauperism; on another occasion, he suggested that
charitable societies alternate weeks of addressing each topic. 36
Yet the COS movement had from its inception fueled much of its fervor through
the interplay of such polarities. The movement defined itself, for instance, through the
contending ideals of masculinity and femininity and of the volunteer and the professional;
each bringing to light and offsetting the inadequacies and shortcomings of the other.
Buffalo’s Rev. Gurteen had insisted that all the members of the district committees of the
city’s COS be men, “for this is especially a man’s work.” And COS rhetoric singled out
women as most susceptible to indiscriminate and sentimental giving. Yet COS leaders
also suggested that their natures equipped women especially well for friendly visiting and
individualized engagement with the poor and worried that the rationalization of giving
that charity organization societies encouraged might sap their reserves of feminine
sympathy. The operation of a COS could tap the supposed virtues of each gender—and
the critiques that each offered the other. At the same time, COS leaders relied on the
contributions of both paid (and eventually professionalized) agents as well as volunteers,
emphasizing both the dangers of leaving charity work to the undisciplined, untrained and
unthinking, while also regarding their corps of volunteers as an “investment” against the
charge of professional and bureaucratic callousness. As Harvard moral philosopher
Francis Peabody explained in an influential 1893 speech on the “Problem of Charity,” the
challenge facing organized charity was to combine “soft-heartedness” with “hardheadedness.” 37
That challenge became even more profound after the reorientation of COS
attitudes in the 1890s, when it involved balancing the relief of immediate needs with
“preventative” philanthropy. Perhaps no one grappled with this predicament more
assiduously than Mary Richmond, who held prominent COS positions in Baltimore and
Philadelphia (and at the Russell Sage Foundation), and who pioneered the social
diagnostics that would define the early years of professional social work. As her
biographer notes, Richmond sought “to balance modern social scientific method,
professional expertise, and legislative reform with nineteenth century ideals of personal
influence, citizen participation, and individual moral reform.” She urged her fellow
charity workers to take up this “safe middle ground,” but, in more candid moments, also
acknowledged that it could prove a treacherous terrain, situated between the hostile
territory of traditionalists and progressives. In fact, she joked that by the turn of the
century charity organization adherents were suffering the indignities of “middle age;”
their ‘new charity,” which had once pushed aside an older charitable tradition that had
privileged almsgiving, was now rebuffed by the advocates of a “newer charity” that
focused on securing structural reforms. 38
Richmond’s “middle ground” was bounded on one side by her belief that
individual character often lay at the center of the problems of poverty and on the other by
an appreciation of social interdependence and the power of the environment over
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individuals. Cultivating the “middle ground” required combining a commitment to
individualized casework with an engagement with the offerings of social science, an
appreciation of the import of legislative reform with a dismissal of the sweeping
programs of reformist “wholesalers.” The “middle ground” also demanded an ability to
see the folly of the “common mistake” endorsed by many reformers who assumed that
the temporary relief of suffering and its ultimate eradication were competing, mutually
exclusive ends. “Never was there a more mischievous social fallacy!” Richmond declared
in her 1908 The Good Neighbor in the Modern City. “Prevention and cure must go hand
in hand.” At a conference a few years later, she expressed exasperation with the type of
ardent reformer who insisted that an hour spent writing a letter to a senator lobbying for
progressive legislation would do more good than days spent in “retail” service, tending to
the immediate needs of the poor. After all, she argued, those who had come in personal
contact with the suffering of the poor were “ten time as likely” to write that letter in the
first place. It was possible, in other words, for the same person to seek more charity, and
no more charity, without undue strain. 39
Richmond believed that the “good neighbor” could dedicate his or her career to
both charity and philanthropy, that there need not be an absolute occupational partition
between the two. And yet, ultimately, it did prove difficult for the COS movement to
commit itself to both individualized and social understandings of reform and to both
retail and wholesale work; and by the second decade of the twentieth century, it had split
down its seams. In the final decades of the century, charity organization societies began
to sponsor their own preparatory schools, which ultimately became the nation’s first
schools of professional social work. As the drive to professionalize swept through the
field, volunteer visitors became increasingly marginalized within the movement; it was
the specialized expertise of the social worker, and not “friendliness,” that defined his or
her service. And after flirting for the previous decade with more environmental structural
reforms, social workers’ commitment to casework returned to a more “individual,
dispositional orientation.” In fact, in the new century, many of the civic functions and
reform causes that had incubated within COSs matured and developed separate and selfsustaining organizational apparatuses; housing reform and public health initiatives gained
their own partisans and forums for deliberation and advocacy. Even one of the
movement’s founders, Josephine Shaw Lowell, grew disillusioned with charity work and
by the turn of the century had began to focus her energies on labor issues. As she
explained to her sister—seemingly affirming the dichotomy that Mary Richmond had
rejected—she would “leave the broken down paupers to others,” for “[i]t is better to save
them before they go under, than to spend your life fishing them out when they’re half
drowned and taking care of them afterwards!” 40
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V. The Catholic Critique of Charity
If the charity organization movement’s campaign to expose the dangers of
charitable giving encouraged some to abandon the vocation of charity entirely, it also
provoked a counter-mobilization in charity’s defense. The urban penny press, for
instance, played upon the public’s suspicion of the scientific charity establishment to
champion the prerogatives of small givers, sponsoring charitable campaigns with the
guarantee that all the money given would go directly to those in need, without any effort
to investigate the “worthiness” of recipients. In 1894, the Bread Fund of the New York
World, for instance, gave away one and a quarter millions loaves, an effort that it
championed as snipping away the “red tape” of the city’s scientific charity agencies.
Scientific charity also found itself under attack from particular precincts within the
religious community. In 1888, B.F. De Costa, a rector of New York’s Episcopalian
Church of St. John the Evangelist and a leading labor activist, launched a public
campaign against the city’s COS, championing a libel case on behalf of a “decayed
gentlemen” who had been labeled a “professional beggar” by the organization and added
to a cautionary list shared with the city’s other relief agencies. De Costa insisted upon a
“right to beg,” which was “as sacred as the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.” “No human statute can destroy that right,” he wrote, “any more than it can
take from us the right to pray.” 41
It is not surprising that De Costa ultimately converted to Catholicism, for
Catholics launched the most impassioned defense of traditional charity—and were also
singled out by COS leaders for promoting “indiscriminate giving” and for substituting
the emotional needs of the benefactor for the public good. In countless sermons and
public addresses, Catholic leaders used these attacks to craft a sustained apologia for
charity and for corporeal acts of mercy more generally. In doing so, they staked out a
pole on the antithesis that scientific charity had developed, distinguishing Catholic
‘charity’ from non-Catholic ‘philanthropy’ or ‘humanitarianism.’ They stressed
Catholics’ reluctance to regard the poor through the lens of political economy, as derelict
citizens whose poverty could be attributed to their own moral failings. Instead, they
claimed to view poverty through a supernatural and sacramental prism and to look upon
the indigent as representatives of Christ, to whom Catholics owed a special obligation.
Their giving was, in different regards, both more materially-minded and more spiritually
focused than that encouraged by the scientific charity movement. They sought to relieve
immediate suffering—to feed the hungry and clothe the naked—without seeking to
abolish the scourge of poverty more generally; but they also sought to provide spiritual
consolation in the face of that suffering and regarded the spiritual good done to the giver
through the act of giving as the defining characteristic of the act. Consequently, they
worried less about the problems of indiscriminate charity or the specter of pauperism and
more about the spiritual damage done to the giver by hard-heartedness or the erosion of
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sympathy by the forces of centralization and bureaucratization. As one Catholic charity
worker conceded, it was entirely possible that “the [friendly] visitor’s sympathy may be
wasted on the unworthy.” But unlike “scientific philanthropists,” Catholics believed in
“giv[ing] the poor the benefit of every reasonable doubt.” 42
In counterpoising Catholic charity with worldly philanthropy, turn-of-the-century
American Catholics were echoing the Church’s rebukes to the challenges to its legitimacy
made during the French Revolution and counter-Reformation polemics before that. In the
years before the Civil War, that split had been buttressed by an iconoclastic Catholic
convert, Orestes Brownson, who in several militant essays detailed the failings of
philanthropy and situated them within an American context. These writings rang with the
convert’s zeal, for in Brownson’s early years he had been not only a religious free-thinker
but also a leading proponent of radical humanitarian utopianism. Born in 1803 in
Vermont at a time of heady religious enthusiasm, young Brownson dabbled in nearly all
the varieties of Yankee religiosity: moving from the orthodox Calvinism of
Presbyterianism to subsequent engagements with Universalism, freethinking rationalism,
Unitarianism and Transcendentalism. In his early adulthood, he fell under the influence
of Continental theorists such as Benjamin Constant and Saint-Simon and began to
espouse a “religion of humanity” that would bring about a just and egalitarian society.
Yet a number of political disappointments led him to despair of the radical promise of
democracy and of the humanitarian project more generally. Recognizing the need for a
transcendent authority, an objective moral foundation beyond the subjectivities of human
sentiment, he drifted toward Catholicism and finally converted in 1844. 43
Brownson renounced the prodigal humanitarianism of his earlier years, employing
his newly acquired arsenal of Catholic doctrine. He rejected reformist schemes not
grounded in supernatural motives that sought the “progress of man or society by virtue of
a purely human principle.” This terrestrial principle he termed ‘philanthropy,’ which he
defined as the love of mankind and which he rebuked for ignoring man’s ultimate
dependence on God’s continuous creative power. He contrasted philanthropy to charity,
which he defined as the love of God, and of man through God. Brownson considered
charity the result of a submission to duty and recognition of an objective law. He
classified philanthropy, on the other hand, as a capricious human sentiment, the result of
an essentially selfish effort to gratify the affections. In this respect philanthropy could be
considered an outward expression of Protestantism’s fundamental flaw, its support for a
right to private judgment that located religion almost entirely in an emotional realm of
individual subjectivity. Ironically, Brownson’s critique of humanitarianism mirrored the
Protestant critique of Catholic charity and indiscriminate giving more broadly; whereas
Protestants emphasized that Catholics gave in order to benefit their own spiritual welfare,
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Brownson understood non-Catholic giving to be rooted in an effort to satisfy emotional,
sentimental and fundamentally secular needs. 44
Brownson added utilitarian reasons to the theological justifications for privileging
charity over philanthropy. Since philanthropy relied on the love of man, a “mere
sentiment” that derived from an urge to satisfy subjective desires, it would fail exactly
when it was needed the most—when the philanthropic project became distasteful, when
the object of philanthropy seemed most unworthy and unredeemable, and when the
philanthropist was forced to operate out of the public eye. Brownson also attacked
philanthropy’s assumption that material deprivation was the greatest evil one could
suffer. Brownson worried that in making poverty shameful humanitarians made it harder
for men and women to tolerate difficulties that they once bore honorably in a more
“robust and manly age.” The compulsion of philanthropists to abolish poverty in pursuit
of the perfection of Man reflected a secret antipathy for men as they actually were, he
believed. Charity, on the other hand, “takes men in the concrete as she finds them, does
the work nearest at hand and most pressing to be done.” 45
Such modesty was necessary to counteract the despotic inclinations of
philanthropy. If left unchecked, philanthropy, “the love of all men in general, and of no
one in particular,” led to gross violations of individual dignity. In its denial of human
particularity in a rush to champion humanity, it embodied the spirit of the French
Revolution, as interpreted by Brownson: “Stranger, embrace me as your brother, or I will
kill you.” Charity, on the other hand, because of the value it placed on the individual,
could not accept a means inconsistent with its ends, or sacrifice a man for mankind. Such
an analysis presaged the Catholic resistance to scientific charity support for eugenics
(which Catholics often associated with an endorsement of birth control and abortion), as
well as Catholics’ discomfort with the movement’s embrace of varieties of Social
Darwinism. 46
Unsurprisingly, postbellum advances in social reform did not impress Brownson.
He applauded the defeat of the feudalistic Southern slaveholders, who ignored “the rights
of society founded on the solidarity of the race, and [attempted] to make all rights and
powers personal.” Yet he regarded the northern abolitionists as subject to the opposite
malady, a willingness to trample on individual rights and “territorial circumspections” on
behalf of the “vague generality” of “humanity.” Brownson predicted that, if unchecked,
the philanthropy of the northern humanitarians, exercised through a strong central
government, would lead to Negro suffrage, the equality of the sexes, the abolition of
private property, and ultimately, to a nihilistic denial of all human distinctions. After the
war, Brownson placed the burden of defending the nation from the menace of
humanitarianism on American Catholics, who could best appreciate the difference
between Christian charity and secular philanthropy. In the final years of his life,
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Brownson continued to fine-tune the modern apology for charity that would be taken up
in the following decades by Catholic critics of scientific charity. 47
In the first decades after the war, the Catholic critique of philanthropy was fueled
largely by fears of Protestant proselytizing. The apology for charity inspired Catholics to
establish their own, parallel systems of benevolence, lest Catholics be “drawn in and
swallowed by the insatiable vortex of misguided philanthropy,” which they often
assumed was simply a ruse to steer vulnerable Catholics away from institutions that could
sustain their faith. By the turn of the century, though many Catholics continued to
associate Protestant private benevolence with evangelical fervor, they also began to view
it within the context of the scientific charity movement, and its clinical, materialist and
ultimately secular approach to poverty. 48
In fact, charity organization societies had made a commitment to secularism—or
more specifically, a rejection of denominational particularism—a point of pride and a
mark that distinguished them from their British peers. There was even, from its earliest
days, a subtle strain of anti-clericism that undergirded the movement. S. Humphreys
Gurteen, the Buffalo clergyman who founded the first citywide charity organization
society in the United States in 1877, pointedly excluded clergy from sitting on the
society’s governing council. The “golden rule” of American COSs, Gurteen declared,
was “the complete severance of charitable relief…from all questions of religion, politics,
and nationality,” which would allow men and women to unite around the “warm
humanitarianism” of organized charity. COS leaders assumed that sectarian competition
led to fraud and charitable waste—Gurteen spooked the public with an urban ghost story
of a woman who had her children baptized by three different churches in as many weeks
in order to curry favor with the various denominational relief societies. The next
generation of COS leaders followed Gurteen’s lead, insisting that religious beliefs should
be considered as peripheral to the administration of charity as they were in the practice of
law or medicine. 49
For Catholics, the effort to remove the “theological taint”—as one Boston
reformer dubbed it—from charitable work seemed to deny its very essence. As a
Louisville judge instructed an audience of Catholic charity workers in 1904, “My friends,
understand every virtue is essentially denominational, every virtue is essentially
Catholic.” He was not alone in making such a claim. By resisting COS
“humanitarianism,” Catholic leaders made common cause with the heads of many
denominational colleges and universities around the nation, who were accusing
Rockefeller and Carnegie philanthropies of subverting the local, religious identities of
institutions that accepted their funds. The Carnegie Foundation, for instance, would only
extend its program to pension professors to educational institutions that lacked a
denominational identity, which led a number of schools to excise such affiliations from
their charters. The Rockefeller funded General Education Board favored large
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universities over smaller, denominational ones, refused in some occasions to support
schools that included theological instruction, and supported school reformers in New
York City who engaged in a long-running feud with Catholic-aligned school officials.
These struggles established clear battle lines between philanthropy and charity; on one
side stood the forces of scientific philanthropy and scientific charity, united not just by
the fact that many of the major funders of the first also supported the second, but also by
a shared commitment to principles of bureaucratic centralized control and—as their
detractors claimed—a hostility to the particular, the local, and the parochial. And against
these forces stood the defenders of traditional charity. 50
The American Catholic hierarchy policed these battle lines zealously. They
appreciated that a defensive stand on behalf of traditional charity helped to draw together
a Church that threatened to fracture along ethnic lines. Mobilizing against the aggressions
of philanthropy could bolster the efforts of traditionalists to parry the modernist challenge
within the Church. Charity, in these campaigns, held an essentially conservative cast.
Catholics frequently stressed the providential nature of poverty and suffering that taught
resignation and humility to the poor and provided the wealthy with an opportunity to
exercise sympathy and generosity. “It is not wise to seek the total abolition of poverty,”
counseled Boston Vicar-General William Byrne in an 1880 speech. “The poor are the
occasion of countless blessings to the rich, and he must be callous indeed that does not
realize that fact.” These admonitions were frequently communicated by invoking Christ’s
remark, “The poor you always have with you.” Poverty bore a providential purpose: it
engendered charity and was necessary for the sanctification of the giver. 51
This emphasis on the spiritual benefits of giving also allowed Catholics to
distinguish themselves from their Protestant peers, whom they accused of relying too
heavily on a handful of rich benefactors. As a leader of a lay Catholic charitable
association in Rhode Island announced, “It would be a violation of both the letter and
spirit of the Rules to allow our Carnegies to supply the means, and permit the sacrifices
and devotion of comparatively poor men to be supplanted.” By acclaiming the
philanthropy of the millionaire, they suggested, Protestants had lost the value of the
widow’s mite. (Of course, these celebrations of the egalitarian nature of charity work
made a virtue of necessity, since there were relatively few Catholic millionaires
threatening to monopolize the blessings of giving). Catholics also held up their
cultivation of active small-scale givers to protest the reliance of non-Catholic
philanthropy on endowments; as one charity appeal for a Catholic protectory from 1890
announced, “Every penny raised will go towards the work which it should be given to,
not to drawing large sums of interest.” 52
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A focus on the spiritual benefits that traditional charity offered to the giver did not
preclude an elaboration of charity’s more worldly purposes. In fact, in the final decades
of the century, the American Catholic hierarchy increasingly stressed the political
benefits of charity. Charity’s individualist orientations could counter the socialistic
encroachments of the state and bolster the prerogatives of private property. Personal
ministration to the poor would stave off social unrest and counter the attraction of
socialism, succeeding where philanthropy had failed. The latter, an essentially materialist
ideal, led the poor to despise their own poverty and exacerbated their social discontents.
Catholics, on the other hand, taught the poor to bear their burdens with resignation and
assured them that they would be rewarded for their sufferings, if borne meekly, in the life
to come. As Archbishop Patrick Ryan declared in 1884, “Christian kindness to the
poor…and the inculcation of patience in poverty, after the example of Our Lord, are the
best securities against the communism and anarchy that seem to threaten society.” 53
Here, then, Catholic charity was aligned with the maintenance of the social order.
And yet, as large swaths of the political and professional establishment came to accept a
revised scientific charity gospel, and as the links between that movement and the
corporate and capitalist consolidation of the period became firmer, the challenge Catholic
charity posed to the legitimacy of the scientific charity movement suggested more
subversive potentialities. In the same 1880 address noted above, for instance, VicarGeneral Byrne responded unfavorably to the establishment of the Boston charity
organization, the Associated Charities. On the one hand, Byrne lamented the tendency he
detected within the scientific charity movement “to class poverty among the evils that
ought to be eradicated from society” and praised the spiritual blessings the poor granted
to the rich. Yet Byrne also warned that the obsession with pauperism blinded social
reformers to greater evils. “[I]t is highly probable that an avaricious love of riches, and an
undue accumulation of the same in the hands of a few, have produced more mischief in
one generation than all the poverty, vicious and otherwise, that the world has ever seen.”
Similarly, in a 1906 “Apology for Charity” address, Archbishop of St. Louis, John
Glennon insisted on the failure of philanthropy to satisfy the public or to “stay…the
social revolution.” In calling for a return to Christian charity, Glennon rebuked
philanthropists: “You meet in palaces to discuss our needs; we need your palaces, not
your sympathy.” Neither Glennon nor Byrne offered support for a program of radical
economic reform and certainly did not consider troubling the foundations of private
property. But both of their defenses of Catholic charity associated “philanthropy”—
whether in the form of scientific charity or of large bequests from rich donors—with the
interests of the wealthy, and, implicitly, with those forces that produced poverty in the
first place. They held out charity as a compensating force, one that promoted the material
and spiritual interests of the poor. 54
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Similarly, Catholic charity apologists frequently explained secular
philanthropists’ efforts to abolish poverty as stemming from their contempt for the poor.
According to one Catholic author, the attempts by “modern beneficence” to eliminate
poverty often began with the effort to banish actual poor people from one’s own estate.
They sought to puncture the pretensions of scientific charity reformers as disinterested
professionals, insisting that these often masked a drive for worldly advancement. And
they dismissed many of the movement’s bureaucratic innovations as mechanisms that
distanced giver from receiver and that encouraged a fundamental hostility between the
two. Catholic charity, on the other hand, called for an immediate encounter with
suffering, ensured the preservation of the dignity of the poor, and cultivated the
sympathies of the giver. And, what’s more, it was more cost effective; in claims that
anticipated current-day preoccupations with overhead expenses, the defenders of Catholic
charity also highlighted the fact that the selfless service provided by lay volunteers and
women religious guaranteed low administrative costs, compared with the high expenses
associated with organized charity. 55
VI. Catholic Charity’s Partial Reconciliation with Philanthropy
In all these ways, Catholics mounted a sustained assault against modern
philanthropy. Yet by the final decade of the century a partial reconciliation had been
initiated by some of the most ardent defenders of Catholic charity. This involved both a
recognition of the need to expand the individualistic orientation of charity work in order
to address broader societal conditions and a willingness to incorporate some of the tenets
of scientific charity into Catholic giving. These adjustments did not require repudiating
the distinctiveness of the Catholic approach to giving. Nor did they necessarily dull the
Catholic critique of philanthropy. They did, however, acknowledge the legitimacy of
some of philanthropy’s claims as well.
One early push toward reform came from the increasing participation of Catholics
in the American labor movement, especially in the Knights of Labor, and in the
appreciation of certain key figures within the ecclesiastical hierarchy that the Church
risked alienating large numbers of Catholics if it was perceived to stand in opposition to
labor’s cause. Catholics reformers received a boost with Pope Leo’s issuance in 1891 of
Rerum novarum, the encyclical on the condition of labor. The encyclical placed the
Church firmly against the dogmas of laissez-faire, recognized many of the poor’s
grievances as essentially just, and countenanced the need for some state intervention in
order to address them. 56
The reconciliation between Catholic charity and philanthropy was also facilitated
by the leaders of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul (SSVP), a parish-based organization
for Catholic laymen, dedicated to visiting the poor in their homes. First established in
Paris in 1833 and in the United States a little more than a decade later, by the turn of the
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century, the Society could boast more than 6,000 American members. In its early years,
the SSVP concerned itself as much with combating the threat of proselytizing conducted
under the cover of Protestant benevolence as with remedying the problems of poverty.
But by the turn of the century, the Vincentians had become the chief mediators between
the agencies of scientific charity and the broader Catholic community. They shared an
overlapping set of principles regarding poverty and its remedies. Both Vincentians and
the advocates of scientific charity stressed the unmediated encounter between friendly
visitors and the poor and insisted that charity work look beyond the material benefit of
the dependent individual. Scientific charity reformers, however, placed more emphasis on
moral improvement while Vincentians focused on spiritual counsel and were not nearly
as critical of almsgiving. In several cities, SSVP’s cooperated with charity organization
societies—and a formal endorsement of a policy of cooperation was issued at the 1895
national SSVP convention with much fanfare. Some societies even began to warn of the
dangers of “mere alms-giving” in encouraging paupers.
In September 1910 leading Vincentians and Catholic social reformers convened
the first National Conference of Catholic Charities at Catholic University in Washington.
The Conference soon became the center of the effort to reconcile modern scientific
charity methods with traditional Catholic practice. The Conference’s statement of
purpose wed the two with little intimation of a tension fundamental between them: “The
National Conference…aims to preserve the organic spiritual character of Catholic
Charity. It aims to seek out and understand causes of dependency. It aims to take
advantage of the ripest wisdom in relief and preventative work to which persons have
anywhere attained, and to serve as a bond of union for the unnumbered organizations in
the United States which are doing the work of Charity. It further aims to be the attorney
for the poor in modern society, to present their point of view and to direct them unto the
days when social justice may secure to them their rights.” 57
In the years that followed, a commitment to social justice and a recognition of the
need to pursue preventative reform led Catholic reformers to a revised conception of
some of the leading tenets of Catholic giving. An editorial in the first issue of the
Catholic Charities Review, the publication of the National Conference, urged a
moratorium on the dictum “The poor you always have with you,” arguing that it
promoted “bad logic, bad social philosophy, bad exegesis, and bad apologetics.” Instead,
the journal supported a program of aggressive social reform, including workmen’s
compensation laws, unemployment insurance, minimum wages, and regulations against
child labor and shoddy tenement housing. Catholic charity reformers, such as the
Catholic University sociologist and priest William Kerby, also conceded the need to
incorporate systemization and professionalization into Catholic relief efforts. Catholics
now inhabited “the era of scientific charity,” Thomas Dwight, a leading Boston
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Vincentian, announced as early as 1902. This new dispensation would require “well
thought-out instead of emotional charity,” and the blending of “method” and “fervor.” In
fact, by 1916, even the Boston Pilot, which had vigorously opposed the charity
organization movement in its early days, invoked the COS motto, “Not alms, but a
friend.” 58
And yet Catholic reformers sought to achieve a reconciliation between charity and
philanthropy without dissolving the distinction between the two. When John Ryan, a
Minnesota-born priest at the forefront of efforts to forge a modern Catholic social
conscience, was casting about for a journal to serve as the mouthpiece for his reform
efforts, William Kerby initially suggested that he take the helm of the St. Vincent de Paul
Quarterly. Ryan thought the journal’s scope too limited; his interest extended well
beyond the proper administration of charity. And so he took a position at the newly
created Catholic Charities Review; the first issue featured significant treatment of “social
questions”: advocating for a workmen’s compensation law, a federal eight-hour day, and
a federal law prohibiting child labor. 59
Yet if Ryan’s reform commitments suggested a Christian ethic that encompassed
more than charity, he never relinquished charity as the root of that ethic. It was true, Ryan
conceded in a 1909 essay, that charity was no substitute for justice in remedying
“industrial abuses.” And yet, he insisted, “any solution of the social problem based solely
on conceptions of justice, and not wrought out and continued in the spirit of charity,
would be cold, lifeless, and in all probability of short duration.” True charity, he
suggested, born out of loving-kindness to those in need, would in fact lead to an embrace
of just reforms. Such a pronouncement was consistent with Ryan’s more general project
of maintaining the distinctiveness of Catholic giving by adapting traditional sources of
spiritual and moral authority to modern social and economic conditions, as with his
promotion of a living wage. That effort preserved the foundations for the oppositional
Catholic charity apologia, even as it demonstrated the compatibility of both charity and
philanthropy. Ryan’s mentor William Kerby agreed. Even as he chipped away at the
resistance of some Catholic charity workers to learn from the program of non-Catholic
philanthropy, he also made sure that such openness was rooted in a fidelity “to our
philosophy, to our doctrine, to our supernatural motive and inspiration.” Indeed, a selfconscious commitment to Christian charity as opposed to secular philanthropy became all
the more important as the fixed point defining Catholic giving once Catholics became
more receptive to the offerings of the scientific charity movement. The impersonality of
philanthropy—or of the cognate commitment to “justice”—made Catholic charity an
even more vital corrective. 60
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Vincentians too continued to mount an apology for charity even as they moved
into a more conciliatory relationship with the institutions of philanthropy. For instance,
they had always distinguished their charity from the relief work of their non-Catholic
peers through their commitment to preserving the privacy of the poor, and so Society
conferences often refused to release their reports to local newspapers or to participate in
citywide registration bureaus, which would require them to hand over the names of those
assisted to centralized clearing-houses. Indeed, even while they endorsed cooperation,
Vincentians maintained an implicit, and sometimes explicit, class-based challenge to
Protestant notions of stewardship and genteel noblesse oblige that undergirded the ideals
of philanthropy. Although the leaders of the SSVP sometimes lamented the lack of
wealthier Catholics participating in the Society, they more often highlighted the
particularly middle-class identity of their givers; they were not so far removed, in the
basic experiences of their lives, from those to whom their charitable efforts were directed.
Edmund Butler, a leading New York Vincentian, presented the most explicit articulation
of this vindication in a 1902 address, in which he expressed doubts that the most effective
charity workers would be found within “the so-called leisure class.” Among the wealthy,
“[t]here is the lack of knowledge concerning the conditions, trials and requirements of
those they would help,” Butler declared. Vincentians, even those favorable to COSs,
often complained about the impractical, ill-conceived schemes hatched within the
scientific charity bureaucracy that betrayed a lack of familiarity with the realities of
poverty. Instead, Butler suggested turning to those “who are or have been actively and
successfully engaged in other enterprises,” like Vincentians, “whose labors among the
poor begin after a day of toil.”
The class-based defense of the Society established its members as men of sound
judgment and easy sympathy and lodged a not-so-subtle critique against certain highhanded tendencies within the scientific charity movement. When one leading Vincentian
warned the Society’s members to approach the poor without “pharisaical condemnation”
or “sentimental gush,” he equated the self-righteousness of COS moralizing with the
worst sins of indiscriminate giving. The critique was also a validation of small-scale
voluntarism; Vincentians did not expect payment for the services they rendered to the
poor and so their charity would not be warped by the pressures of financial consideration.
Nor would their parish-based societies succumb to the lures of centralization. 61
Thomas Mulry, a New York businessman and the nation’s most prominent
Vincentian at the turn of the century, personified this policy of measured conciliation
toward non-Catholic organizations. Relatively early in his career, he reached out to the
New York COS for help in steering Catholic children toward Catholic charitable
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institutions. By 1891, he had joined a COS district committee and just a few years later
rose to the position of chairman. Over time, his engagement with the scientific charity
movement grew more profound; it reached its culmination in 1908, when he served as the
first Catholic president of the National Conference of Charities and Correction. Mulry
was such a zealous advocate of cooperation between the Society and scientific charity
agencies that he became known, with more than a hint of derision among some
Vincentians, as “the Protestant member of the St. Vincent de Paul Society.” He even
assisted the New York COS in establishing its School of Philanthropy, which would
become the nation’s first school of social work. 62
Perhaps most significantly, he warned his fellow Catholics against an overzealous
embrace of the charity-philanthropy dichotomy. Before a New York state charity
conference, he declared that “the man who is so wedded to his own opinions, or to his
own methods in charity work, as to look upon all others as useless and unworthy of
consideration,” would have little value in such a gathering. Mulry faced up to the
prominence of this sort of absolutism in many Catholic charitable leaders. Strikingly,
given the Catholic insistence on the spiritual underpinnings of charity—in which Mulry
firmly believed—he explained the rigidity by pointing out that “charitable work appeals
strongly to the religious feelings, and thus attracts into the ranks people of strong
religious convictions who bring with them their prejudices and find it impossible to work
harmoniously with people of different views.” Catholics and non-Catholics alike must
discipline those prejudices. As he announced in 1909, a quarter century of charity work
had taught him an important lesson: “there is good in every system,—and defects also.” 63
That final addendum is telling. For if Mulry urged Catholics to see the good in
non-Catholic philanthropy, and to learn from it, he also did not relinquish the
commitment to wielding charity critically, as a means to highlight philanthropy’s defects
as well. Mulry insisted that Catholics must lead the way in preserving the religious basis
of charity, a benevolence whose end was not the abolition of poverty but the spiritual
reconciliation of the poor and the sanctification of the giver, because non-Catholics had
so clearly succumbed to the forces of secularism and materialism. In the process, he
lamented, “Well-meaning men and women are to-day sowing the seed of bitterness and
discontent in the hearts of the poor.” In fact, he seemed to regard collaboration as a
means by which Catholics could “exert a large influence in modifying radical ideas,”
resisting the secularization of charity work. He also thought Catholic influence could cut
some of the coldness and condescension that plagued non-Catholic benevolence. The
spectacle of Catholic charity had performed a valuable service for the scientific charity
movement, Mulry argued in an 1898 speech, later published in the flagship journal of the
scientific charity movement. He listed the exceptional features of Catholic giving that he
believed were most edifying: “No paid agents, no class distinction, no petty social
differences, all working gratuitously for God’s poor.” These were, of course, many of the
terms of the traditional, and essentially oppositional, Catholic charity apologetic, dressed
up in more conciliatory garb. Indeed, that final phrase, “God’s poor,” positioned Mulry
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perilously close to the margins of the scientific charity consensus, suggesting the
permanence and providential nature of poverty. 64
VII. The Charity-Philanthropy Divide in the Twenty-First Century
In the century that followed, the power of Catholic charity as an oppositional ethic
countering secular philanthropy waxed and waned. The influence of the Society of St.
Vincent de Paul diminished in the opening decades of the twentieth century, and with it,
the prominence of lay benevolence within the Church (although the religious orders still
maintained a powerful witness). The voluntarist challenge to the professionalization of
charity was also attenuated by diocesan consolidation into charity bureaus, largely
completed by the 1920s. These bureaus, though, did not necessarily relinquish claims to
the distinctiveness of Catholic charity. The professional social workers who staffed them
were trained in a “religious case work” method, approaching the family and personal
problems of those they served with a firm foundation in Catholic doctrine and with a
special regard for their clients’ spiritual welfare. Even as they borrowed techniques and
ideas from the scientific charity movement and its progeny in professional social work—
becoming more practiced, for instance, in the investigation of applicants before providing
relief—Catholic social workers were called on by the ecclesiastic leadership to serve as
“apologists for a Catholic social outlook.” Over the course of the century, as Catholic
Charities USA grew to became the largest system of private social provision in the
nation, that commitment to maintaining a distinctive understanding of Catholic charity
came under increasing strain. 65
With the development of a more robust welfare state, Catholic leaders often took
it upon themselves to guarantee that public relief did not overwhelm the preserves of
private charity. Over time, the particular attitudes toward broader social concerns invoked
through a defense of charity took on a range of meanings. The Catholic Worker
movement, for instance, burnished charity’s radical lineaments. In her early years,
Dorothy Day, the founder of the movement, harbored the suspicions of charity common
among the Village radicals with whom she first broke bread. “[O]ur hearts burned with
the desire for justice and were revolted at the idea of doled-out charity. The word charity
had become something to gag over,” she recalled in her autobiography. But through her
conversion to Catholicism, her encounter with Peter Maurin, and her embrace of the
doctrine of personalism he championed, Day came to appreciate the “true meaning of the
word.” 66
Corporeal works of mercy lay at the heart of the Catholic Worker movement.
Through the establishment of Houses of Hospitality in the 1930s in cities throughout the
nation, its members demonstrated a commitment to a radical understanding of charity
premised on the assumption of voluntary poverty and a willingness to be with the poor in
the midst of their deprivation. The poor were treated as “ambassadors of God” who
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brought with them the opportunity to perform the blessed act of charity, an understanding
that shattered categories of ‘deserving’ and ‘undeserving’ and the hierarchies that
separated giver from beneficiary. Day distinguished her commitment to personalism from
her dedication as a Village radical to “telescopic philanthropy” (borrowing a phrase
Dickens’ used to describe a character in Bleak House), an imperative “full of concerns for
people everywhere” that tended to overlook the suffering nearer at hand. This work
offered an alternative to bureaucratic, professionalized social service provision, whether
provided by the state or private agencies; it also posed a fundamental challenge to the
capitalist, consumerist order. “Nobody would be poor,” remarked Maurin, “if everybody
tried to be poorer.” 67
Day’s and Maurin’s promotion of a radical understanding of charity placed the
virtue at the prophetic margins of liberal society. Subsequent leaders of Catholic social
reform, many of who gained important early experience or inspiration in the Catholic
Worker movement, were often more willing to foster an accommodation with America’s
liberal, capitalist order. They, in turn, exhibited a range of approaches to the Catholic
charitable tradition. A cluster of Catholic activists gravitated toward the cause of
industrial unionism with its long-running antipathy toward charity as an affront to
mutualism and workers’ dignity. Though they did not disregard the importance of works
of mercy, their focus was largely on labor legislation and regulation. Catholic reformers
increasingly came to embrace the state as an administrator of relief, although they often
insisted that the practice adhere as closely as possible to the principles of subsidiarity.
This orientation suggested an ambivalent relation to charity. On the one hand, the
Catholic insistence on a natural right to relief could be invoked to demand an extension
of the welfare state beyond contributory programs. Yet that extension could also be
pursued in contrast to charitable aid; when one speaker championed mothers’ pensions at
the 1918 National Conference of Catholic Charities, he did so by claiming their
promotion was “a matter of justice more than a matter of charity.” Ultimately, many
American Catholic reformers developed a delicate balance between an understanding of
charity’s necessity and of charity’s limits. Michael Harrington, for instance, who served
as an editor of the Catholic Worker and whose The Other America helped spark the War
on Poverty, combined a commitment to personalism with an acceptance of an enlarged
welfare state. “Those who criticize the impersonality of the welfare state and call for a
return to the virtues of personal charity,” he wrote, “have located a very real problem—
and proposed an impossible solution.” 68
American Catholic reformers’ turn to justice reflected a broader development
within Catholic social ethics, initiated a century before with Leo XIII’s Rerum Novarum.
The Leonine attempt to reconcile charity and justice (often in terms of the claims of the
individual and of the state) by bolstering the latter’s status was affirmed in the ensuing
decades by Pius XII (“Charity is not enough, for in the first place there must be justice”),
and reached its culmination in the papacy of Paul VI. With its emphasis on the legacy of
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colonialism and the widening gap between the rich and poor, Paul’s first social
encyclical, Populorum Progressio (1967), firmly tipped the balance toward justice. 69
Catholic Charities USA fully assimilated, and even amplified, these shifts in
social ethics; as a centennial history of the institution, subtitled “100 Years at the
Intersection of Charity and Justice,” notes, “The continuity of a tradition of providing
quality care through delivery of social service now shared the agenda with the more
recent emphasis on structural problems in the society.” This more expansive mission was
affirmed through the publication in 1972 of Toward a Renewed Catholic Charities
Movement, the product of a three-year self-examination by Catholic Charities. The Cadre
Study, as it became known, was heavily influenced by liberation theology and its
commitment to social justice and placed a strong emphasis on political advocacy for
social change. Catholic Charities, it insisted, “must stop wishing to resolve the poverty,
the misery of the oppressed by individual acts of charity alone.” 70
For some traditionalists, these developments represented a betrayal and a radical
discontinuity with past traditions of giving. Until the 1960s, “Catholic charitable
institutions…did exemplary work,” lamented the writer Brian C. Anderson in an article
on “How Catholic Charities Lost its Soul.” But then Catholic Charities moved away from
an emphasis on “‘just’ charity” and instead became “one of the nation's most powerful
advocates for outworn welfare-state ideas, especially the idea that social and economic
forces over which the individual has no control…are the reason for poverty.” Anderson
cited the remarks of Marvin Olasky, the noted conservative champion of voluntarism,
dismissing Catholic Charities’ spurious renewal: “This isn't charity at all. When you take
away dollars that you could spend helping people and spend them on lobbying, you're
robbing the poor to give to the lobbyist.” These critics came close to committing Mary
Richmond’s “mischievous social fallacy,” pitting charity and justice as irreconcilable
antagonists. Yet they were correct in intuiting a diminution of the Catholic charity
apologia in a reorientation of Catholic social ethics toward considerations of justice. The
challenge charity posed to philanthropy had been blunted, since philanthropy could claim
certain affinities with—and perhaps ask certain indulgences of—a commitment to justice,
that the virtue of charity did not offer as readily. 71
In the last decade, however, that challenge has once again been unsheathed. Two
recent papal pronouncements have encouraged, and reflect, that development. In 2005,
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Pope Benedict XVI issued his first encyclical, Deus caritas est (“God is love”). It took as
its key theme the interplay between God’s love for man, man’s love for God, and man’s
love for his fellow neighbor, expressed through the practice of Christian charity. The
encyclical bore many of the marks of the apologia for charity that proliferated at the turn
of the last century. Benedict defined charity as “first of all the simple response to
immediate needs and specific situations: feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, caring
for and healing the sick, visiting those in prison, etc. [31].” And it was, he instructed, as
intrinsic to the life of the Church as was the ministry of the sacraments and the preaching
of the Gospel. It was also a virtue under siege, stalked, since the nineteenth century, by
the acolytes of “justice.” Charity, they insisted, and almsgiving especially, were means of
soothing the conscience of the giver, of allowing him or her to shirk the responsibility to
build a social order in which charity was no longer needed. Benedict, to his credit, did not
reject these animadversions out of hand. There was “some truth to this argument,” he
allowed [26]. 72
Yet this truth, he stated, must yield to a larger truth, one at the heart of his
encyclical: that if charity can be abused and employed to undermine justice, in its truest
form it is the source of justice, for it is rooted in God’s love. “Love—caritas—will
always prove necessary, even in the most just society…Whoever wants to eliminate love
is preparing to eliminate man as such. There will always be suffering which cries out for
consolation and help….There will always be situations of material need where help in the
form of concrete love of neighbour is indispensable [28].” 73
Benedict lays the over-valuing of justice against charity at the feet of Marxism
and the modern welfare state (he does not indict his papal predecessors). But he noted too
the challenge posed by philanthropy. In their dreams of abolishing suffering from the
world, both statism and philanthropy run the risk of sustaining a metastasizing
bureaucracy. Both could foster a materialism that neglects the spiritual care of the needy.
Both tended to regard those they sought to help as abstractions. Both often forgot that
“human beings always need something more than technically proper care. They need
humanity. They need heartfelt concern [31].”
Benedict offered a gentle yet unyielding critique of philanthropy. He recognized
the good that has been accomplished by secular schemes of humanitarian uplift and did
not deny the importance of technical competency. But he also insisted on the limits of all
such “ideologies aimed at improving the world” outside the embrace of the Church.
“Practical activity will always be insufficient, unless it visibly expresses a love for man, a
love nourished by an encounter with Christ [34].” Only a gift endowed with such love
can cultivate humility in the giver and protect the dignity of the recipient. And here,
toward the encyclical’s conclusion, we can detect echoes of the sterner rebuke of
philanthropy that marked earlier charity apologetics. Benedict subtly moves from a
consideration of philanthropy’s (and justice’s) insufficiency to the dangers lurking in the
immensity of its ambitions when confronted with the “immensity of others’ needs”: a
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resigned acceptance of human misery or an “arrogant contempt for man [36]” when those
ambitions are inevitably thwarted. Like the “State which would provide everything,”
Benedict ultimately indicts philanthropy for its tendency to neglect “the very thing which
the suffering person—every person—needs: namely, loving personal concern [28].” 74
Benedict’s close pairing of philanthropy with the incapacities of the welfare state
lent his apologia for charity a conservative cast. But he was not blind to the capacity of
charity to shake the socio-economic order as well. Charity, he urged in his 2009 social
encyclical Caritas in veritate must be “the principle not only of micro-relationships (with
friends, with family members or within small groups) but also of macro-relationships
(social, economic and political ones) [2].” It illuminated the limits of the profit motive
and of the free market to promote human development [38].75 In his own defense of
charity, Benedict’s successor, Francis, has expanded upon this line, and in doing so, has
highlighted charity’s more radical potentialities. Through his own personal example—
stories abound of the Pope sneaking out of the Vatican at night to attend to the city’s
homeless—Francis has called for a church that is “bruised, hurting and dirty because it
has been out on the streets [49].” He has placed the immediate engagement with suffering
at the heart of his papacy, yet has tied these personal ministrations to a broader critique of
the “new tyranny [56]” represented by unfettered capitalism. Charity in his early
apostolic exhortation, Evangelii Guadium, stands in opposition not to an overweening
state but to an “economy of exclusion and inequality [53].” And it is the “deified market”
that serves as the prime agent of dehumanization for Francis, and thus the main threat that
charity must confront. 76
Some commentators have sought to place these pronouncements within the
context of stark, traditional dichotomies. As Stephen Schneck, director of Catholic
University’s Institute for Policy Research & Catholic Studies, told the National Catholic
Reporter, “Pope Francis is….saying private charity, however wonderful and holy it is,
can never be enough. He's saying that the poor also need justice….He's saying that
private charity by itself can never provide that justice given the moral deficiency of
economic and social systems governed only by heartless invisible hands.” Yet Francis
does not play charity sharply against justice; instead, he seems to suggest their interpenetrability. Like Benedict, he recognizes the limits of an impoverished understanding
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of charity—what he terms “charity à la carte,” “an accumulation of small personal
gestures to individuals in need [180]”—while also maintaining charity’s priority in its
relation with justice. But even more than Benedict, Francis frames that relation as a
partnership. In his writings, Jesus’ call “to touch human misery, to touch the suffering
flesh of others [270]” affirms and amplifies the call to extirpate the root of that suffering.
And so, he declares, Christian life “means working to eliminate the structural causes of
poverty and to promote the integral development of the poor, as well as small daily acts
of solidarity in meeting the real needs which we encounter [188],” without posing an
antagonism between the two charges. 77
Nor has he promoted a strict opposition between charity and philanthropy
(although he has not frequently invoked that latter term). In Evangelii Guadium, he
rooted the right to private property in the service of the public good; “solidarity,” he
declared, “must be lived as the decision to restore to the poor what belongs to them
[189].” In a message delivered to the participants of the World Economic Forum at
Davos, Francis affirmed the power of private wealth to develop the “decisions,
mechanisms and processes directed to a better distribution of wealth.” His remarks to
Davos were interpreted as a response to criticism that his apostolic exhortation
discounted the contributions of philanthropy. Francis made clear that he did not seek to
dampen philanthropy’s ambition but to heighten its sense of original sin, its own
implication in social and economic inequality. Charity could both sharpen philanthropy’s
drive to correct those inequities while also ensuring that it took the “integral promotion of
the poor” as its foundation and was not reduced to “a simple welfare mentality.” 78
These papal pronouncements point to the power of charity as an ideal in
contemporary moral discourse as well as to its ideological indeterminacy. Charity now
can be invoked to challenge the welfare state, the ambitions of mega-philanthropy, or the
torpor afflicting any stagnant bureaucracy. It can call on philanthropy or government to
increase spending on social service, stimulate grass-roots advocacy on the needy’s behalf
or inspire acts of human kindness. Charity can teach humility or stoke ambition. If the
drive to end charity could unite radicals and reactionaries, so too can the calls for more
charity.
In all these forms, charity can provide the most potent challenge to the
contemporary discipline of philanthropy—each correcting and improving the other. Such
an intervention would be especially helpful in our present moment, when philanthropy’s
dominance—as an ideal if not necessarily as a practice—has widened the gulf between
the two. Recent finance and tech gains have inflated the resources of the nation’s
wealthiest citizens, while propelling them further away from the presence of the poor that
their benefactions might assist. Their giving patterns reflect this distance. According to
one study, only five of the largest 300 gifts made in 2010 “went to organizations that
deliver services to people in communities.” And, as the writer Ken Stern has noted, of the
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50 largest individual gifts to public charities in 2012, “Not a single one of them went to a
social-service organization or to a charity that principally serves the poor and the
dispossessed.” A 2007 study conducted by the Indiana University Center on Philanthropy
and Google has demonstrated that the wealthier a giver, the less likely he or she is to
donate to charities directed toward meeting the basic needs of the poor. The ascendency
of philanthro-capitalism, the belief that philanthropy should harness the power of the
market, has deepened the divide between charity and philanthropy. Each of those
conjoined terms has its own critique of charitable giving—as an unimaginative emollient
or as a violation of the market—and in combination, they fuel an indifference to, and at
times even a contempt for, efforts to relieve immediate suffering. A new generation of
social entrepreneurs seems to have little regard for the more modest offerings of
charitable aid. “For a generation coming of age amid the Arab Spring and Occupy
movement,” one analyst explained, “there is a growing sense that we must harness
philanthropy for more than just traditional charity if we are to ensure a sustainable world
for our future and that of our own young children.” 79
Yet there are also some subtle intimations of forces bridging the charityphilanthropy divide, bringing the two into a more productive, if still watchful,
relationship. The domineering spread of “venture philanthropy” and philanthrocapitalism has roused some philanthropic leaders to defend the legitimacy of “old
philanthropy,” not just by reminding its impatient critics that foundations of the past also
sought to address root causes, but that they were also more responsive to grant requests
from charities on the ground. As then-Ford Foundation president Susan Berresford
declared in 2007, she had become “very worried that a lot of people are disparaging the
charity end of our field.” 80
Another development is the growing popularity of unconditional cash transfers as
anti-poverty programs; here, the material practice, if not necessarily the spiritual
commitment, of almsgiving is wedded to the scientific rigor and technological
competence demanded by modern philanthropy. 81 Nonprofits throughout the nation,
struggling with tightened budgets and declining government support, are increasingly
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engaging in both direct social service provision and advocacy work, pushing for
structural reforms even as they address immediate needs. More significant has been the
latest “rediscovery of poverty” in the wake of the recent recession. Even as overall
charitable giving declined during the Great Recession, food banks around the nation
experienced surges in giving. Research by Douglas Holz-Eakin and Cameron Smith has
found that in 2009 and 2010, foundations “directed a greater proportion of their grants to
areas with high levels of unemployment and high levels of mortgage delinquency rates.”
In certain cities where the politics of income inequality has been especially vexing, a
corps of philanthropist has taken up the issue; in San Francisco, for instance, a handful of
tech industry leaders have pushed their fellow moguls to support often-neglected
antipoverty programs in the Bay Area. 82
Perhaps there is no better illustration of the possibility of bridging the domains of
charity and philanthropy than the career path of Patty Stonesifer. In April 2013,
Stonesifer took on the position of CEO of Martha’s Table, a food pantry and familyservices nonprofit in Washington, DC. What made the move noteworthy was that
Stonesifer had previously served as the CEO of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
the largest philanthropy in the world. “Having Stonesifer come run a small local charity,”
quipped the Washington Post, “is like General Electric business titan Jack Welch
showing up to manage the corner appliance store.” 83
But as Stonesifer explained her reasons for seeking the job, the transition came to
seem less a rupture and more a return to roots. Growing up in Indianapolis in a large
Catholic family, she imbibed a strong commitment to charitable work from her parents;
her father had been an active member of his local Society of St. Vincent de Paul, which
named the food pantry where he volunteered after him. Stonesifer, meanwhile, had grown
to know of Martha’s Table’s works from her own time at the Gates Foundation’s DC
office, where she could watch its vans give out hot food to the homeless that congregated
in a nearby city park. Those scenes stirred memories of her youthful social service and
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nourished the conviction that she belonged, as she declared to an interviewer, on “the
front lines.” 84
That decision could be interpreted as a subtle slap at the pretensions of
philanthropy. Her declaration that she felt the need to move “beyond white papers and
PowerPoint presentations and get my boots dirty,” conjures up the sterile isolation of
foundation boardrooms. The publicity surrounding her hiring at Martha’s Table at times
seemed to reaffirm the strict charity-philanthropy polarity, with the coverage picking up
hints of the traditional Catholic charity apologetic. “Instead of continuing to do what I
call the ‘benevolent bureaucrat’ role, where I could be at a foundation giving funds or
running a large institution with lots of front-line leaders as part of the team,” she told the
Chronicle of Philanthropy, “I wanted to come close to the heart of the problem.” One
could detect in the remark the insinuation that philanthropy had installed itself at the
more comfortable, and less vital, margins. 85
But it would be a mistake to regard Stonesifer’s story entirely in those terms. She
was not disowning her work with the Gates Foundation or her commitment to
philanthropy, even as she recognized the way in which charity offered certain challenges
to both. When an interviewer asked her what she had learned from Bill Gates, she quickly
responded that he had taught her to “think big.” And it was a lesson she would take with
her to Martha’s Table. “So here, instead of simply figuring out how to move from
providing 60,000 meals a month to 66,000, I want to think about how to end child hunger
in D.C.” If charity had posed a corrective to philanthropy, here was philanthropy
answering back with one of its own: don’t think small. 86
In other words, the path Stonesifer has taken testifies to a truth also borne out by
the early history of modern American philanthropy: that it is possible to seek more
charity and the end of charity with equal vigor; that there is virtue in thinking big and in
thinking small; that the imperatives of charity and philanthropy can both guide a single
institution; that there is ample space for each in the human heart.
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